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Executive Summary Spring 2017
Happy Holidays Kapikogers .

The Lake has already seen snow and looks like the front of a Christmas card. The magic of the
season is definitely upon us.

It has been an eventful and busy year on the lake. Many people have taken advantage of the
escape it offers. We are blessed with this beautiful environment, a way to be free of the restrictions
of the city. Summer is now over but that doesn’t mean that the cottage fun has to end. The winter
offers its own unique experience. A welcome change from the seasonal rush that takes place this
time of year.

It’s been years since we celebrated Christmas at the cottage and decorated the trees on the property; perhaps we should start that tradition again.

We look forward to meeting friends new and old in the coming seasons.
Happy Holidays to one and all.

Your neighbour,

Mark Harsant

Important Notes
In order to assist in our planning and the addition of other potential offering we need
your input. Watch out for Survey links in January so that your opinion can be counted.
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Spraying around the Lake
You may have seen a plastic bag sign shown below along the roadways around Kapikog Lake in early August. It indicated that roundup had been used to control phragmites by a contractor.
Roundup is a herbicide/pesticide to control unwanted plant species and residents of the municipality are prevented from
applying pesticides on their properties through Township Bylaw 03-21 thus in my mind it appears that there is a double
standard. There are two kind of phragmites present in Ontario one a native species and the second one an invasive species that is creating all kind of havoc in Ontario's wetlands by crowding out native plants. There is ample information
available by searching on ontario.ca/page/phragmites-fact-sheet.
I travel the North Shore Roads almost everyday either on foot or by vehicle and have never seen invasive phragmites
along it. Native phragmites are evident along the road and form part of the vegetation along all the roadways which are
mowed once a year in July. That is not to say that non native phragmites could not be there. However I am well aware of
what the non native species look like and I have never seen it along these roadways.
I contacted staff of The Township of the Archipelago, the Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve, and the Georgian Bay Land
Trust to get some information on this issue and ended back up at our municipality
Apparently Georgian Bay Land Trust members initially documented observations of individual strands and small patches
of invasive phragmites along the North Shore Road and forwarded this information on to the Municipality. A licensed
contractor was hired to spray these areas and the Township was supplied with the GPS coordinates of the spray locations. I do not know if the Land Trust or we the taxpayer footed the bill.
Upon contacting the municipality again I tried to get more information on the spraying. I inquired as to if the Kapikog
Lake Cottagers Association had been contacted on this matter and was informed that they had not been. I also asked
about the various locations that had been sprayed and was informed that due to a confidentiality agreement between the
Township and the Land Trust that this information was not available to me. I also asked about the large stands of invasive phragmites along the Kapikog and Healey lake Roads which had not been sprayed. I was informed that those were
on Crown land and thus could not be sprayed as it was not municipally owned property.
After these frustrating attempts of obtaining information I decided to travel all the roads around Kapikog Lake and found
sprayed locations as follow;
1) Junction of Dam Road and Cline Drive
2) Dam Road north side at first bends past Joyce Lane
3) Joyce Lane on west side
4) North Shore Road on east side both before and after the Dam Road
5) North Shore Road at Intersection of Kapikog Lake Road
6) South Shore Road north side at base of Nussey's Hill
The location at the base of Nussey's Hill on the South Shore Road is the only
location that exhibited a stand of invasive phragmites. As I mentioned before
the Township sprayed only properties under its control. Right behind this location is a hydro right of way and the invasive phragmites was left untouched. This is right adjacent to Kapikog Lake.
There was no indication of any kind of spraying along the Kapikog or Healey Lake Roads all the
way out to the Intersection leading to Mactier. Yet the vegetation along all these roads is the
same.
Whas the Kapikog Lake area spraying an experiment? I don't know but I do know that good
communications with our Association and the Municipality did not exist in this matter. We as
residents deserve better. The vacancy of our councilor’s position at the time should not have
blurred the lines of communication. When important issues arise that can have an effect on all of
us, we should be apprised of it through our Association.

Gerry Haarmeyer
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Message from our new Councillor
Welcome to my first submission as councillor into Dock Talk. I would like to thank Grant
Walker for his many years of service.
As of September 17, I was appointed as your councillor for Ward 6 for the duration of this
term, ending in October 2022. I view this as a great opportunity and look forward to a challenging chapter in my life. While it has only been one month, there have been many congratulatory messages and people asking, now that you our councillor what can you do about
this? I am working on a number of issues and will expand on these, at a later date when my
research and data are complete.
One point I would like to mention is the amount of garbage thrown on our roads. We have
idyllic surroundings, and some people have no regard for it. I am asking everyone to put trash
where it belongs.
From personal experience, our dog , Loxley, went exploring again. As a responsible dog owner,
we try and keep him on a leach and limit him to our property. There are times when he
"travels". We have a GPS tracker on him, making sure he does not trash other neighbours
property and ensure that he does not leave behind any "deposits". I would like to encourage
all dog owners to watch and make certain your pets do not become a nuisance.
A website is being created, but I am currently on Facebook and Twitter. My email address is
danmacleodward6@gmail.com. You may also reach me by phone at 647-549-5474.
I look forward to hearing and meeting you and if there are any issues, please contact me.
Dan MacLeod
A Kapikog Mystery
A while ago mysterious fairies started appearing around the lake. So far I have found two of
them along the north shore and the dam road. Do you know where they came from? Have
you seen more? Let me know.
Mark Harsant
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Shades of the Late 1960's

Another season on Kapikog Lake has drawn to a close for most residents of the lake and I hope it
was a memorable one for most.Given the Covid 19 situation it was a far better year than 2020 when
we were really impacted by the pandemic. People were at their [properties and partaking in the normal cottage life activities but there was a very distinct difference compared to the last few years.
It appears that there was a major construction boom on the lake, The sounds of construction were
evident all open water season long, similar to the development years of 1966,67 and 68 with one
major difference. Back in the sixties every lot was vacant and all material was brought to site by
means of the lake. There were no roads to the cottages; everything came over the water. Today for
the most part everything was delivered by truck and the sound of vehicles backing up was a common noise around the lake this year not just from trucks but also earth moving machinery. The sound
of drilling and blasting of rock was heard during a large part of the summer as was the sounds of
nails being driven and wood being cut .That is not to say that water access did not play a major role
in the construction around the lake. Barges full of materials plied the waters to island sites to upgrade many properties and as I pen this short note they are still active on the darkened Kapikog waters.
Cottages were upgraded or replaced and septic bed installation or replacement all contributed to the
construction boom around the lake. It was as if the clock had turned back more than fifty years!
Gerry Haarrmeyer

https://www.gbbr.ca/category/news/
Above please find a link to the Georgian Bay Biosphere reserve . They do lots
of great work on for our environment and regularly publish updates They also
are always looking for volunteers for shore clean up programs so if you have
some time and the inclination please get involved .
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Bottle Donations Lions Club
Many of you would have seen this new blue hut
at the local transfer station . Please give
generously of your beer and liquor bottles to
the Mactier chapter of the Lions club .. This
easy passive funding contribution will help
them to fund the many community projects
that they support

Thank you !
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Busy Lake

It has been a different type of year at the cottage, and in world in general. For all that I have never
seen so many people taking advantage of the escape Kapikog offers us all. It has certainly been
nice to take a little step back to a simpler way of living… even if the spotty wifi has become part of
the environment.

With the desire to escape the city and its restrictions there are more people than ever on the lake,
both cottagers and renters. It’s important that we all remain courteous and respect personal space
and property boundaries. With more people, not everyone recognizes their neighbours or desires
close contact with those not their immediate guests.

Several cottagers have reported seeing people on their property that are not invited guests. Please
ensure that you don’t trespass on other people’s property. With more strangers on the lake in the
last few years people are less tolerant of unknown persons on the property and are installing cameras.

Respect boundaries. If you need to access someone else’s property ask first and avoid a potential
report.

In years past we have maintained a cottage watch organization. We are looking to revive this tradition only for those who are interested and sign up. One of the surveys in January will help gauge
the interest in this program.
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